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ABSTRACT

g:Profiler (http://biit.cs.ut.ee/gprofiler/) is a public
web server for characterising and manipulating
gene lists resulting from mining high-throughput
genomic data. g:Profiler has a simple, user-friendly
web interface with powerful visualisation for captur-
ing Gene Ontology (GO), pathway, or transcription
factor binding site enrichments down to individual
gene levels. Besides standard multiple testing
corrections, a new improved method for estimating
the true effect of multiple testing over complex
structures like GO has been introduced. Interpreting
ranked gene lists is supported from the same
interface with very efficient algorithms. Such
ordered lists may arise when studying the most
significantly affected genes from high-throughput
data or genes co-expressed with the query gene.
Other important aspects of practical data analysis
are supported by modules tightly integrated with
g:Profiler. These are: g:Convert for converting
between different database identifiers; g:Orth for
finding orthologous genes from other species; and
g:Sorter for searching a large body of public gene
expression data for co-expression. g:Profiler sup-
ports 31 different species, and underlying data is
updated regularly from sources like the Ensembl
database. Bioinformatics communities wishing to
integrate with g:Profiler can use alternative simple
textual outputs.

INTRODUCTION

High-throughput technologies have paved the road to a
new era in molecular biology, allowing us to study
the behaviour and relationships of many genes and
molecules in parallel. With new experimental techniques,
one can perform high-throughput measurements of
mRNA and protein expression levels, DNA methylation

status, molecule interactions, genotypes and other poly-
morphisms (1–4).
A critical challenge is to bring order and understanding

into this exponentially growing amount of data. Easy-
to-use terminology in conjunction with computational and
statistical methods is needed to convert the low-level noisy
data into high-level biological understanding. The Gene
Ontology Consortium (http://www.geneontology.org)
has been a great success in developing precise terminology
that can be used across many different species.
GO provides structured means to describe the biological
processes, cell components and molecular functions of
gene products (5). Millions of genes and gene products
from many species have been annotated to the categories
of GO using the best currently available knowledge (6).
Equipped with such information, one can develop

methods that automatically infer knowledge about the
common characteristics of genes that have been identified
in high-throughput methods. This was already envisaged
in the early days of GO development and is found to be
very true by looking at the tools listings on the GO
Consortium web site. A considerable amount of software
for ontological analysis of gene lists has been published
over the last 5 years, each of them having advantages
and drawbacks and each approaching data or vocabu-
laries in a slightly different manner. Babelomics (7),
Onto-Tools (8) and DAVID (9) are among some of the
most well-known tools. A recent review (10) gives insight
to the variety of available tools and points out some open
questions and drawbacks common to many or all of the
compared tools.
With g:Profiler, we address several challenges that still

exist in making such analysis more useful for typical end
users. The distinguishing features of g:Profiler are the ease
of use and informative visual presentation of the results,
both well appreciated by biologists. To verify the
statistical significance of the results, we have developed
a new method for estimating the effect of multiple testing
over large and complex structures like GO. An important
feature of g:Profiler is the support for ranked gene lists
that are analysed by finding functional enrichments from
the top of the list. Other features that simplify the life of
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users include the support of most gene identifier types that
can be used even mixed, conversions between different ID
types, ability to find orthologous genes from other species
and search for co-expressed genes based on public
microarray data. The unique feature of g:Profiler com-
pared to other GO mining tools is the integration of
several functional profiling resources into a single web tool
that provides a unified view to functional enrichment of
unordered and ordered gene lists, mapping IDs between
different types, mapping IDs to their orthologs and
searching across many public gene expression data sets.

g:Profiler Web Toolset

g:Profiler is a freely available collection of web tools
dedicated to the analysis of high-throughput data. It
consists of four well-integrated modules: 1) g:Profiler core
for functional profiling of flat or ranked gene lists;
2) g:Convert for gene identifier conversions; 3) g:Orth for
fetching orthologous genes; and 4) g:Sorter for searching
co-expressed genes from public data. All tools are highly
interactive and cross-linked to allow rapid and fruitful
analysis of versatile data. Next, we describe these modules
in more detail.

g:PROFILER core—functional characterisation of flat or
ranked lists of genes

Primary input to g:Profiler is a list of gene, protein, or
probe identifiers from any of the currently supported
31 species. g:Profiler supports many ID types and even
mixing of arbitrary ID types. This is important for a user,
and it also simplifies cross-linking from other tools and
web sites.
Typical sources of such a list may, for instance, be a

cluster of co-expressed genes from a microarray experi-
ment (1,11), predicted network of interacting proteins (3),
direct targets of transcription factors (TFs) from genome-
wide localisation studies (4), or genes with predicted
TF-binding sites in their regulatory regions (12).
The purpose of g:Profiler is to find common high-level
knowledge such as pathways, biological processes, mole-
cular functions, subcellular localisations, or shared TF-
binding sites (TFBS) to the list of input genes. The data
used in g:Profiler is derived from the Gene Ontology (5),
KEGG (13), Reactome (14) and TRANSFAC (15)
databases.
The typical result of g:Profiler analysis is a set of

enriched functional terms from GO and other relevant
biological databases. The resulting terms are presented in
either tree-like top-down order grouped by domains, or
ranked by statistical significance. Every term is accom-
panied by the size of the query and term gene lists, their
overlap and the statistical significance (P-value) of such
enrichment. The user may study the hierarchical relation-
ships between enriched terms in a visual graph view.
A typical user input and output of the g:Profiler analysis is
shown in Figure 1.
g:Profiler uses cumulative hypergeometric P-values to

identify the most significant terms corresponding to the

input set of genes. Unlike most of the common profiling
tools mentioned in (10), g:Profiler supports annotations of
descendants according to the ‘‘True Path Rule’’ (16).
While some tools have adopted GO Slim or level-wise
approach to speed up searches and to provide higher-level
terms only, the level of abstraction of the output of
g:Profiler is entirely determined by the input list and the
statistical significance of the matches. Larger queries tend
to match more general functional categories and vice
versa. Since the scan through every term (GO, pathways,
TFBS) may result in many functional annotations, the
user must maintain control of what is being reported and
what the dependencies between such terms are. g:Profiler
provides a GO-structure-preserving visualisation that
captures the hierarchical relationships between signifi-
cantly enriched categories.

Incrementally profiling ordered lists of genes

A significant feature of g:Profiler is the ability to work
with ranked or sorted lists of genes. For instance, one may
pick any gene of interest and compose such a ranked list
by simply sorting other genes by similarity of gene
expression. Alternatively, genes may be ranked based on
the significant differential expression. The head of such a
list should be most informative in determining the
functional relationships within these lists. Given an
ordered list, g:Profiler incrementally probes all possible
sizes of the list head and rapidly determines functional
annotations and cut-points in the list where these
annotations are most significant. Visualisation shows
these cut-points as well as the changes in the P-values as
set size increases. The sorted list approach helps to fine-
tune the level of abstraction—head of the list may reveal
rare specific functions that would otherwise remain
insignificant in a large gene set. More precise predictions
of putative gene functions can be derived through
association to most similar genes. A significant effort has
been made to analyse such queries almost as fast as precise
flat list queries.

g:SORTER—ranking genes according to expression
similarity

Motivated by user requests for gene-expression-similarity-
based analysis, we developed the g:Sorter tool, which
allows quick search for similarly or oppositely expressed
genes from public data sets downloaded from the GEO
database (17). See Table 1 and the web site for a complete
overview of the currently supported data.

Similar genes are often grouped together using cluster-
ing, which in many cases depends heavily on initial
parameters as the number of expected clusters, for
example. With g:Sorter, one can answer questions like
‘What are the 50 most similar probes to gene X?’ or
‘Which probes show reverse regulation in comparison to
gene X?’. These direct questions can sometimes be very
informative about the gene and its immediate similar
neighbours.
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The main input of g:Sorter is a single gene ID. The user
selects an expression dataset, a mathematical measure of
distance like the Pearson correlation or Euclidean distance,
and the size of the desired result. The result of g:Sorter

analysis is a list of probes most similar (or dissimilar) to
the query gene in the selected dataset. Visualisation shows
the relative distances between probes. In case a gene
is represented by several probes, a search is conducted

(A)

(B)

Figure 1. (A) A typical user input and output scenario of g:Profiler. User inserts a set of genes in the main text window and optionally adjusts query
parameters. Results are provided either graphically or in textual format. Genes are presented in columns, and significant functional categories in
rows. The analysis of an ordered list shows the length of the most significant query head. GO annotation evidence codes are coloured like
a heat map, showing the strength of evidence between a gene and GO term. The legend is provided at the top of the page. It is displayed when the
user clicks on the tree icon on the results page. The g:Orth, g:Convert and G:Sorter tools are directly linked to relevant genes from the current query.
Additional examples are available in Supplementary Data. (B) Hierarchical relations between the resulting GO categories can be browsed by clicking
on corresponding icons.
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for each of them. All the derived probe lists are
cross-linked to g:Profiler for immediate functional
profiling, g:Convert for mapping to other types of
database IDs and g:Orth for identifying the orthologs
from other species.

g:CONVERT—a guide in the gene namespace maze

Due to historical, organisational, and domain-specific
reasons, we need to cope with various databases using
different names and identifiers for genes, related proteins,
or reporters (probes) of high-throughput platforms.
The richness of the naming conventions, identifiers and
related mapping procedures form a well-recognised
bottleneck of ontological analysis and functional profiling
of high-throughput data (10). Conversion from one ID
type to another is not a trivial task and often results in loss
of information. A gene name in one database may give
multiple or no corresponding identifiers in another, and
some conversions may be achieved only via a third
database. Not only is it hard for users to use different
IDs for every separate tool, but also the data underlying
these tools comes from various sources with different IDs.
GO annotations involve identifiers from organism-specific
databases, KEGG database prefers Entrez IDs, transcrip-
tion factor related data is often available with RefSeq IDs,
while input gene lists for profiling usually include
microarray probes.

A significant fraction of GO annotation tools currently
support only organism-specific naming conventions pro-
vided in the GO annotation files or a few mainstream
databases. Thus, users may be required to manually match
their genes or seek ad hoc solutions through third-party
tools. g:Convert supports 31 organisms and allows
arbitrary conversions between more than 100 different
gene or protein naming schemas, ID types and microarray
platforms.

The main input of g:Convert is a list of names,
identifiers or accession numbers of genes, proteins and
probes from a specific organism. Moreover, the input may
be presented as a mix of different ID types. The user only
needs to choose the desired output type. g:Convert
mappings are based on Ensembl IDs for genes, transcripts
and translations via a three-level index. The output of
g:Convert is a tabular representation of the input list with
corresponding entities in target schema, their gene
symbols or names and short descriptions. A simple text-
based output is also provided that can be exported to
spreadsheet format or integrated with external tools via
the HTTP protocol. The same conversions are also used
by other modules of the g:Profiler suite. When performing
gene list profiling or orthology search, for example,
modules automatically query g:Convert and retrieve
suitable gene name translations.

g:ORTH—identifying orthologous genes from other species

A lot of insight into biology can be gained only in relation
to evolution. For instance, many GO annotations for
Homo sapiens are based on predictions on similar genes in
model organisms. For an interesting set of differentially
expressed mouse genes, it may prove beneficial to retrieveT
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their human and rat orthologs in order to compare
expression properties or identify common transcription
factor binding sites (12).

Although several bioinformatics groups have created
ortholog mappings, there is a lack of easy-to-use tools for
end users. The g:Orth module is intended to make these
mappings easily available. The orthology data has been
downloaded and is regularly updated from the Ensembl
database (18).

A user of g:Orth is expected to simply insert a list of
genes in one species and select the target organism. Output
is a table, where rows display input genes and their
corresponding orthologs with names and descriptions, as
well as other organisms that have the same ortholog
present. A simple text-based output is also provided; this
can be exported to spreadsheet format or integrated with
external tools via the HTTP protocol.

g:Profiler resources

g:Profiler supports 31 different organisms and offers
interface for a list of different databases for functional
classification, as well as tasks like namespace conversion,
expression analysis, and orthology search (Table 1).
g:Profiler resources are kept up-to-date monthly as new
Ensembl versions are released. A short description of all
sources is given below.

1) Genomes for 31 organisms, respective namespace
mappings, orthology matches, and GO annotations
are all retrieved from the Ensembl database (18) via
the BioMart (19) interface. We keep our sources up
to date and add new organisms as data becomes
available. Since Ensembl lacks mappings for a
noticeable amount of microarray probes, we fetch
additional microarray probeset data from the Gene
Expression Omnibus (17).

2) GO is the primary resource for annotating gene
groups to three types of knowledge—cell components
(cc), molecular functions (mf) and biological pro-
cesses (bp) (5). GO is a structured vocabulary in a
form of a directed acyclic graph. Hierarchical
relations hold within GO; vocabulary terms are
related to one or several more general ‘parent’
terms. Any term automatically involves all terms
below via all relational paths. Therefore, genes
annotated to a specific term in g:Profiler are also
added to all associated ‘parents’, and the profiling is
performed at all hierarchical levels simultaneously.
g:Profiler strips out GO annotations that apply the
‘NOT’ qualifier.

3) KEGG database provides g:Profiler with functional
annotations for metabolic and information proces-
sing pathways, cellular processes, human diseases
and drug development data (13). KEGG classifica-
tions are available for 15 organisms.

4) Reactome is a mammalian-specific pathway database
with thorough annotations of numerous well-studied
biological processes, ranging from intermediary
metabolism to signal transduction to cell cycle and
apoptosis (14). Reactome annotations are available
for eight organisms.

5) Putative transcription factor binding sites from
TRANSFAC database (15) are available for nine
organisms and retrieved into g:Profiler through a
special prediction pipeline. First, TFBS are found by
matching TRANSFAC position-specific matrices
using the program Match (20) on 1000-bp upstream
regions, as provided by the UCSC genome database
(21). A cut-off value provided by TRANSFAC is
then applied to remove spurious motifs. Remaining
matches are split into five hierarchical and inclusive
groups based on match score. In most cases, motif
matches from the deepest hierarchy are perfect
representations of the initial matrix. The hierarchical
approach allows TFBS profiling in greater detail and
allows the user to distinguish between high- and low-
credibility matches.

Data representation and visualisation

With growing amounts of available biological data, the
researcher’s role in understanding, interpreting and
verifying results becomes ever more important. Visual
coding of information such as charts, tables, graphs and
colour schemes offer great aid in situations where data
load is beyond human perception, and a few omitted
details may influence research course.
We have put great effort in developing the g:Profiler

graphical user interface to combine the variety of profiling
information into a concise visual package that best
summarises input data (Figure 1). A typical result for
ontological analysis is a set of matching functional terms
from GO, pathways and TFBS that describe the input set
of genes. In g:Profiler, results are depicted in a table,
where every row corresponds to a matching functional
description.
In addition to numerical information (size of query,

significant category and their overlap, the P-value of
hitting such term), we present a novel visualisation
technique we refer to as gene-to-term mapping. For every
gene in input query, the mapping shows a coloured box if
there is an association with a term in question. Such a
visual solution gives the researcher better intuition about
the results that go far beyond the single value of statistical
significance.
According to the GOA (6), about 70% of GO

annotations to H. sapiens are based on automatically
inferred electronic evidence (IEA). Only a fraction of all
annotations are verified through strong experimental
means. We believe that it is essential for a researcher to
acknowledge and account for different types of evidence.
The used colour coding helps to cope with the problem of
varying quality of evidence behind GO and other
functional annotations (10). We have, therefore, provided
colour codes to different evidence codes in heatmap style.
Weaker, computationally predicted annotations are
depicted in blue, while stronger direct evidence from
direct assays or interactions are shown in red or orange.
The idea of evidence codes is extended to other terms.
Pathways that present well-studied information are shown
in black, while putative TFBS that tend to be noisier are
shown in light colours. Unrecognised gene products or
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unknown annotations are easily grasped as they are
displayed in grey. Colour-coded evidence codes provide a
bird’s eye view over the whole input gene set and help to
assess how well the genes have been previously studied.
Most importantly, it shows exactly which genes are
annotated to each category, and which genes or categories
are related to each other.
Resulting representation is highly interactive, i.e. users

can click on the visualisation to browse the data further.
In addition to retrieving genes from the categories and
their intersections with the query, the user may also view
relationships of significant related terms in automatic
graph layout mode (Figure 1B). For sorted-list queries,
the statistical significance changes are shown relative to
the increasing list lengths. The user may start a new query
with genes common to a term and initial query, observe
genes and associations in a specific term, convert gene
names to a different namespace, or search for orthologs in
other organisms. Each functional term is provided with an
external crosslink to the native data source.
Besides graphical output aimed at human eye, we have

also implemented textual output that can be imported into
spreadsheets or retrieved automatically via HTTP for
processing by other programs. Unlike several popular
functional profiling tools referred in (10), g:Profiler is
freely available on the web, requires no registration or
login procedures, places no demands on operating system
or additional software components and is automatically
kept updated.

g:SCS threshold—a solution to multiple testing problem for
complex data

A crucial factor in functional profiling is the estimation of
statistical significance due to multiple testing against many
categories if the specific functional category was not
selected a priori (10). The explanation to multiple testing
in functional classification context is rather intuitive; as we
increase the number of terms (such as GO or TFBS), we
tend to see more and better-looking matches that may
have in fact occurred by chance. In order to keep the
experiment-wide threshold at predefined P¼ 0.05, we need
to consider stronger threshold for every individual test of
the experiment.
Multiple testing corrections can broadly be split into

two groups. Family-wise error rates (FWER) such as
Bonferroni or Šidák measure the chance of at least one
false-positive match. The test-wide threshold is achieved
by decreasing the individual test P-values (i.e. P¼ 0.05)
according to the number of performed tests. Functional
profiling provides testing against hundreds to thousands
of terms, and such approaches become rather conserva-
tive, especially as tests are not independent due to the
hierarchical structure of GO. A more liberal group of
corrections, false discovery rates (FDR), measure the
proportion of false discoveries in a multi-test experiment
and gain a test-wide threshold by ranking observed
P-values and comparing their relative rank to individual
test thresholds (22).
Multiple testing issues are well acknowledged and

discussed in functional profiling community (23–25).

However, the current situation is far from clear and
intuitive. Corrections such as Bonferroni are designed for
testing on multiple independent tests, which surely does
not apply for heavily overlapping functional classifications
from GO. FDR approaches are more promising, since
some versions also allow partial dependencies in input
data (26). It is not yet known whether the GO hierarchy
complies with those schemas. Most profiling tools men-
tioned in (10) provide either Bonferroni or independent
FDR correction, other tools as Onto-Express (8) or
FatiGO (23), for example, allow the user to select from
multiple schemas, leaving the whole responsibility to the
end user, who often prefers to apply the default selection.

In g:Profiler, we introduce g:SCS (Set Counts and
Sizes), a novel method specially developed to estimate
thresholds in complex and structured functional profiling
data such as GO, pathways and TFBS, where statistical
significance is determined from set intersections in 2� 2
contingency tables. We first performed extensive simula-
tions with nearly 10 million randomly sampled simulation
queries for different organisms in order to observe the
distribution of best P-values for different input query
sizes. As a result, an analytical approach was derived that
estimates reasonably well the P-value threshold a for
which there is 95% chance of having no significant results
for a random query. Using binary search, we cover all
possible values of a in the range 0–1 with precision 1E� 6.
For any such a, we perform the following steps:

1) For every term, we calculate the probability that a
random query would have an enrichment P-value at
least a.

2) We estimate the overall probability of having no
significant results for a random query as the product
of single probabilities from the previous step.

3) Next a will be smaller or greater, depending on if the
overall probability was smaller or greater than 95%.

Significance thresholds from the g:SCS method are well
verified with simulations; the 5% quantile of best P-values
from randomly sampled queries perfectly agrees with
values from g:SCS. To compare the g:SCS with empirical
randomisation-based significance, we conducted 2000
random queries of every possible size. A single best
P-value was recorded for every query and a 5% quantile
was determined for each length. The 5% quantile denotes
the P-value that is smaller than 95% of observed random
P-values. To show the other observed P-values, we used
colour coding (Figure 2). On the same background, we
overlay the Bonferroni correction, the FDR implied cut-
offs and our new g:SCS estimation. Clearly, the g:SCS is
able to capture the empirical estimation of the significance
of the single test throughout the full scale of the query
much better. The jumps in empirical as well as g:SCS
thresholds can be visually correlated to the underlying set
structure that we have illustrated with the histogram
showing the number of gene sets of every different size.

We consider g:SCS superior to standard multiple testing
methods, since it takes into account the actual structure
behind functional annotations. The general idea with
corrections of 5–15% to global P-value applies to several
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tested organisms, including H. sapiens (Figure 2),
M. musculus, and S. cerevisiae. g:Profiler uses g:SCS
thresholds by default. The user interface also allows using
the Bonferroni or FDR corrections or any user-given
threshold. In case of multiple active schemas, the strongest
correction is applied for every single case. If user-given
threshold is below statistical significance levels, the
respective entries are shown in grey.

CONCLUSION

Since the original development of the GO resource, it has
become the de facto standard for studying and comparing
functional data of many different organisms. The more we
know about the possible function of each and every
biological entity, the better we can interpret the complex
biological phenomena that we try to dissect with high-
throughput studies. In such studies, we need to interpret
the relationships between hundreds if not thousands of
genes simultaneously. This analysis must be made simple
yet powerful to offer the best value for end users. We have
made an attempt to simplify the functional analysis

process of gene lists and orders, by developing fast
algorithms and highly visual representations of the
analysis results. The use of the tools has been made
simple by supporting many organisms and many more
gene-naming conventions in the same user interface.
Translating between these ID types and even finding
orthologous genes from other species is integrated
seamlessly to help the typical end users. With the means
to search hundreds of public data sets the exploratory
analysis for genes has been made simpler.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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the colour coding on the background shows how frequently at least one such P-value has been achieved from the randomly generated queries.
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